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Paragraph 1 – The Sirius code of Virtual Reality – The dream about the loose.
As archangel Michael within the dream reality supervened about the condition.

Paragraph 2 – The society of natural existence calls for respect.
As Archangel Ariel grants intuition for the safety of those with heart.

Paragraph 3 – The king asked for an ordeal to be punished at anger.
As Archangel Gabriel grants reason to be at the doorstep of judges.

Paragraph 4 – The boy with uncurable cancer asked for the final solution.
As Archangel Raphael shared a potion of herbal nectar found by locals.

Paragraph 5 – The lonely servant asked for the ultimate refuge.
As Archangels came to his call and granted uncommon mercy.

Paragraph 6 – One lady asked a stranger to bow down for an archangel.
As Archangel Barachiel, the example of herbal good life. The Bracchiosaurus.

Paragraph 7 – Those without rights asked for justice to intervene.
As Archangel named Christ intervened and spoke about his compassion.

Paragraph 8 – Those captured in dreams wanted connection with life.
As Archangel Buddha, taught them about the principle of forbearance.

Paragraph 9 – Sources of time intervenes in all religions.
As the Archangel of time, restores Order. The oldest highest rights.

Paragraph 10 – Those in fear of demons and devils cried at home.
As the Archangel drew an old dinosaur to make his sound about the old refuge.

Paragraph 11 – As an archangel spoke about books, he said do write.
As the Archangel of Love promised a safe harbor for all wisdom.

Paragraph 12 – As an archangel spoke of meaning.
As the books all share an uncommon feature of language misunderstood.



Paragraph 1 – The Sirius code of Virtual Reality – The dream about the loose.
As archangel Michael within the dream reality supervened about the condition.

As a dream at night a realm of far away, we call humans with a similar kind of technology as 
electronics, as being energy made of light, and the structural composition of current day technology.

As their advancements were of higher kind, as virtual reality call a dream world they daily entered 
to have their pleasure and the boundaries of fantasy. They did not invoke by thinking, nor seeing in 
their mind but by the use of a computer and a visual appliance to enter and see as thye choose the 
programs as given by their index.

As this appliance, their dreams right at hand, they had a chance in the triple that souls got lost and in
the dream world did disappear. As they had the Sirius code watching over and guarding the souls in 
the dreamworld immersed. As this Sirius code gave them all a voice command to leave the 
dreamworld at ance. As this Sirius code specifically gave the origin of the feeling of being in 
charge.

As this appliance, the dream world made of electrons, photons, and the dreams to choose by their 
index. As they pay for it in currentday credits, and to use the dreamworld as we would watch the 
television. As the Sirius Code is for this story the boundary of reason. The boundary of a choice for 
the dreamworld to loose their rights, or the dreamworld to come back in one piece.


